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In this issue of Cell Reports Methods, Osanai et al. report an innovative approach to extract an electromyog-
raphy (EMG) signal from multi-channel local field potential (LFP) recordings using independent component
analysis (ICA). This ICA-based approach offers precise and stable long-term behavioral assessment, elimi-
nating the need for direct muscular recordings.
Electromyography (EMG) is a powerful

technique for capturing the electrical ac-

tivity generated by skeletal muscles.1 It

has been widely used in clinical studies

involving humans, such as for monitoring

disease progression or assessing and

identifying treatment strategies for motor

diseases.2,3 Because EMG is generated

by muscle cells within the motor system,

it is not only used as a diagnostic tool

but also extensively employed in labora-

tory studies to monitor animals’ behav-

ioral status. It can be particularly valuable

for detecting subtle behavioral changes

that are often overlooked by video

tracking methods. In parallel, many EMG

experiments also record local field poten-

tials (LFP), transient electrical signals

generatedwithin the brain, to characterize

brain states and correlate with behavior.

Consequently, the combination of LFP re-

cordings and EMG signals has proved

invaluable as a tool to accurately classify

animals’ behavioral states during free

movement,4 fear behaviors,5 and across

the sleep/wake cycle.6 However, the sur-

gical procedures for EMG recordings

often involve cumbersome preparations,

including separate wires and additional

preamplifiers. These inconveniences,

along with the risk of EMG wires break-

ing, can potentially disrupt an entire

experiment.7

Research led by Osanai et al., pub-

lished in Cell Reports Methods,8 demon-

strates a readily applicablemethod for ex-

tracting EMG from LFP signals without the

need for direct muscle recordings. This

was achieved using a blind source

separation approach called independent

component analysis (ICA). Unlike most

conventional applications, which use ICA

to remove ‘‘noise components’’ from field
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recordings, in this work the authors

utilize this ‘‘noise’’ to reconstruct EMG

signals. The study demonstrates that

these EMG-reflective components can

be applied to improve the accuracy and

stability of behavioral quantification in

animals.

The authors initially recorded LFP sig-

nals from multiple brain areas, using a

skull screw placed above the cerebellum

as an electrical reference; a key point, as

this reference allows noise from the

nearby muscles to be reflected in the

data (Figure 1A). Simultaneously, they

collected actual EMG signals from neck

muscles to serve as a ‘‘ground-truth’’

comparison. Subsequently, ICA was

applied to the LFP signals to extract a

noise-like high-frequency component

(Figure 1B). Interestingly, these noise-

like components, which occurred syn-

chronously across all channels, exhibited

a similar peak frequency range (100–

200 Hz) to the actual EMG signals and

demonstrated a high amplitude correla-

tion (>0.9) with the ground-truth EMG

signals over time. Therefore, the noise

component isolated through ICA, which

the authors termed IC-EMG, could be

considered a reliable proxy for EMG.

Next, the authors investigated the ability

of the IC-EMG method to annotate ani-

mals’ behavioral states across multiple

experimental paradigms (Figure 1C). They

first recorded LFPs and EMGs while a

mouse traversed an open arena, using

a video tracking camera to classify the

animal’s behavior. The authors demon-

strated that IC-EMG not only accurately

tracked diverse states, such as active

movement, sleep, and quiet wakefulness

(QAW), but also performed comparably to

the real EMG signal. Next, the authors
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as an indicator to detect fear-induced

freezing, characterized by significantly

lower signal amplitudes during freezing

compared with non-freezing states. These

experiments highlighted the strengths of

this approach in annotating animal behav-

iors and its ability to preclude the addi-

tional surgical techniques required for

traditional EMG recording.

To further demonstrate its capabilities,

the authors tested whether IC-EMG could

classify sleep stages. The conventional

approach for classifying sleep cycles re-

lies on a combination of LFP features

and video tracking, a method that often

struggles to separate QAW and rapid

eye movement (REM) sleep accurately.

Adding EMG signals has proven to be

a more robust approach for scoring

sleep stages.9 The authors demonstrated

that the IC-EMG-based method showed

similar efficiency to the real EMG-

based method, with fewer false-positive

detections compared to the video-only

approach. Altogether, these experiments

underscore the advantages of IC-EMG in

precisely and reliably annotating animal

behavior, on par with real EMG signals.

The method also holds potential for the

re-evaluation of animal states in datasets

previously acquired without EMG.

The authors also highlight two addi-

tional critical advantages of IC-EMG

approach as a benchmarking technique

for behavior quantification. Mechanically,

the micro-drive used in their approach is

considerably lighter in weight compared

with typical methods for recording both

neurophysiology and EMG. This reduc-

tion enables recording in younger animals

with lighter body weights, expanding the

scope of research possibilities. Moreover,
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Figure 1. Schematic of an ICA-based framework for EMG extraction
(A) Experimental design: LFPs from multisite brain-area recordings are referenced to the skull screw.
(B) ICA framework: noise-mixed LFPs are fed into ICA algorithms to isolate the EMG component.
(C) Application of IC-EMG for behavior annotation.
ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; HPC, hippocampus; BLA, basolateral amygdala; GND, ground.
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this approach eliminates the risk of wire

breakage during vigorous behaviors,

such as during foot shocks, ensuring

stable measurements for long-term re-

cordings. Experimentally, in addition to

isolating EMG-like components, ICA also

provides undistorted and noise-canceled

LFP signals for further analyses. Finally,

unlike typical reference estimate ap-

proaches such as current source density

analysis, the IC-EMG approach does not

require information about the spatial

layout of the electrode sites and can be

considered a smart way to reference

the zero-activity location, avoiding signal

distortion caused by nearby referencing.

Conducting safe and stable EMG re-

cordings, particularly in laboratory ro-

dents, poses various challenges. Inspired

by the computational nature of ICA algo-

rithms, Osanai et al. have provided an

approach to isolate EMG-like signals

without the need for additional surgical

setups for EMG wire implantation. As

such, this approach offers a protocol

that is less stressful for the animal, which

is particularly critical when studying

specific disease mouse models charac-

terized by high aggression levels10 or

motor syndromes resulting from muscle

dysfunction.11 Additionally, it offers a
2 Cell Reports Methods 3, June 26, 2023
roadmap for integrating activity from

both the central and peripheral systems

to track physiological features for study-

ing neurodevelopmental disorders and

age-related changes throughout an ani-

mal’s lifespan.
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